
BROIL KING CROWN 420 Gas Grill 4
Burners

SKU: IT65143

€799.00

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Made in Canada
Indicated for: more than 6 people
Number of burners: 4
Power: 11.4 kW
Grill Surface: 65 x 44 cm
Auxiliary grill
3 Cast-Iron Cooking Grids
2 Steel Drop-Down Side Shelves with integrated tool hooks
With wheels
Deluxe Accu-Temp™ thermometer
Sure-Lite™ electronic ignition system



Linear Flow™ infinitely adjustable burner valve
Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system
Fits Broil King Grill Cover IT62053 with closed side shelves
See the Assembly Manual HERE

CAUTION!
You should get Gas Pressure Regulator IT27650 (See it HERE), Hose and Hose 
clamps

General Specifications
To maintain the cast iron grill before grilling, it is advisable to spread a thin layer
of olive oil nd thus you will have created a non-stick surface
With the cast iron grill, cooking is done faster, as the temperature is distributed
evenly on all sides of the food
Reduce the opening time of the lid
It has thermometer to control the temperature of the chamber during cooking,
avoiding burning the food
It is an ideal choice for perfectly roasting all kinds of vegetables, meat and fish
It lights up instantly and heats up very quickly
The electronic ignition offers you peace of mind knowing your barbecue grill will
start quickly and easily
The intensity of the temperature is adjustable
Steel side shelves are designed to fold quickly and easily for convenient storage
in tight spaces
Burners: Made from high quality stainless steel
Stainless steel doors and handle
The large enclosed cabinet gives room for gas cylinder storage
The fat is directed even more efficiently to the collection tray that is now located
in the center, making it easier to clean and maintain your grill

Weight and Dimensions
Weight: 64 kg
Dimensions: 142.2 x 58. x 116.8 cm

https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/garden/grills/grill-accessories/broil-king-67487-grill-cover-147x55x117-cm/
https://electroline.com.cy/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/CROWN.pdf
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/small-appliances/heaters/gas-heaters/srg591-gas-pressure-regulator/
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/small-appliances/heaters/gas-heaters/srg591-gas-pressure-regulator/

